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Alternatively spliced variants 
in Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) 
support response to variable 
salinity environment
Agnieszka Kijewska  , Magdalena Malachowicz & Roman Wenne

Analysis of gill transcriptome of the Atlantic cod from the Baltic Sea demonstrated that alternatively 
spliced (AS) variants may be actively involved in the process of adaptation to altered salinity. Some AS 
variants of different genes, like phospholipase A2 group IVC (PLA2G4C), appeared only in fish exposed 
to altered salinity, while other isoforms of the same genes were present in all experimental groups. 
Novel sequence arrangements represent 89% of all AS in the Baltic cod compared to the Atlantic 
population. Profiles of modified pathways suggest that regulation by AS can afford specific changes of 
genes expressed in response to the environment. The AS variants appear to be involved in the response 
to stress by modifications of signalling in apoptosis pathways, an innate immunological response and 
pro-inflammatory process. Present results support the hypothesis that developing new AS variants 
could support genome complexity and reinforce the ability to fast adapt to local environments.

Alternative splicing (AS) can drive determinative physiological change or can have a permissive role by provid-
ing mRNA variability that is used by other regulatory mechanisms1. AS is one of the most important cellular 
mechanisms in Eukaryota, generating multiple transcripts from a single gene, tissue-specific mRNA, modulating 
gene expression and function2–4. The variability in AS is so widespread that it can generate population-specific 
splicing ratios in human populations. Gonzàlez-Porta et al.5 found that up to 10% of the protein-coding studied 
AS variants exhibited different ratios in populations. Singh et al.6 found that in the cichlid fish, AS are related to 
ecological diversification. The splicing explains the discrepancy between a low number of genes and proteomic 
diversity7–9. Recent studies revealed that AS could affect physiological and developmental processes including 
organ morphogenesis10, the functioning of the immune system11 and neuronal development12.

Furthermore, adaptive transcriptional responses have been implicated in the evolution of tolerance to nat-
ural and anthropogenic stressors in the environment13. The altered expressions of spliced isoforms, linked to a 
stress response, were found in plants and animals14–16. Alternative splicing events have been found also in fish 
species like fugu (Takifugu rubripes), stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus), medaka (Oryzias latipes) and zebrafish 
(Danio rerio)17. AS were responsible for regulating developmental processes, anatomical structure formation, 
and immune system processes. Modifications of transcripts can also modulate the functionality of cellular com-
ponents. Xu et al.18 postulated that some isoforms of membrane proteins can be deprived of transmembrane or 
membrane-associated domains and, as new soluble isoforms, can modulate the function of the membrane-bound 
forms.

Anatomical and physiological adaptations are based on genetic diversity and also post-transcriptional modi-
fications19,20. Hashimoto et al.21 found that a hypertonic environment turned out to be an inducer of apoptosis in 
the epithelial cell line of a minnow (Epithelioma Papulosum Cyprini, EPC). This process also has a significant role 
in the extensive reorganization of mitochondria-rich cell populations during salinity acclimation accompanied 
by extensive remodelling of the gill epithelium22,23.

Although some mechanisms of response to salinity stress are well explored, very little is known about mech-
anisms that promote stress-induced variation leading to adaptations. This variation is interesting also because of 
interaction with metabolic pathways potentially involved in adaptation processes. Undoubtedly, AS variants may 
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affect pathways involved in homeostasis in a cooperative or an antagonistic manner24. Also, there is a feedback 
mechanism of some pathways to regulate the alternative splicing machinery25.

The response to the suboptimal environmental conditions in the Baltic Sea is one of the key issues in studies of 
the Baltic cod (Gadus morhua L.). In the Baltic Sea, the Atlantic cod population structure is determined by salin-
ity. The Baltic Sea is a young, semi-enclosed sea characterized by decreasing salinity in the northeastern direction 
(20 PSU to 6 PSU). Deepwater mass in the Baltic Sea has a higher salinity than surface waters. The average salinity 
in the Baltic Sea is about 8 PSU26. This low salinity limits the potential spawning areas for the Baltic cod to a few 
zones where the water has more than 14 PSU. The source of high salinity is the inflow of oceanic waters from the 
North Sea through the Danish Straits. Additionally, the central Baltic Sea is permanently stratified with a halo-
cline located about 30–90 m below the surface.

During seasonal and diurnal migrations the Baltic cod is exposed to different salinities when crossing the 
halocline. Rapid changes in salinity during vertical migration of cod and during migration to spawning areas have 
been observed earlier27. In the process of adaptation to permanently lower salinity, the Baltic cod eggs have signif-
icantly higher buoyancy and spermatozoa mobility compared to fish from outside of the Baltic Sea28. Adaptation 
to specific environmental conditions (altered salinity levels) during seasonal and diurnal migrations is a vital and 
distinctive characteristic of the Baltic cod19,29.

The present analysis of the influence of AS variants on pathways, was conducted with the assumption that AS 
was to minimize stress in the Baltic cod during exposure to altered salinity and promote/stimulate adaptation 
to these suboptimal environmental conditions. A comprehensive analysis of AS in the Atlantic and the Baltic 
cod populations can be a step toward understanding the genome structure of this species. A set of Baltic cod 
reads from gill tissue, obtained using 454 pyrosequencing technology, was mapped to the Atlantic cod reference 
genome and all identified AS variants were analysed in the context of interaction with the suboptimal salinity, 
both lowered and elevated.

Results
Annotation and AS identification. A total of 962,516 reads with mean length 300–400 bp, representing 
379 Mbp of Baltic cod gill tissue were obtained for transcriptome mapping and compared to the Atlantic cod 
reference transcripts. In effect, 61.32% of the Atlantic cod genes were recovered. All recovered genes were divided 
into biotypes. Most of them were classified as protein-coding genes (97.59%; 13,258), a low percentage of them 
(1.77%) were pseudogenes and 0.64% of sequences were non-coding. The number of reads and genes obtained for 
each experimental group was similar (Table 1).

AS variants analysis. In the data presented here, 3 933 AS events in 509 transcripts were documented 
(Supplementary Table S1). Among all transcripts, 55 had coverage above 100 (average 228.2; SD 175.5) and 454 
were covered with less than 100 reads (average 27.2; SD 23.1).

Most of them (493 transcripts) had more than one event per gene (Table 2). Alternatively spliced events were 
also characterized by their type as defined in the ‘Materials’ section. Exon Skipping (ES) and Alternative Acceptor 
Site (AA) were the most frequent AS types (Fig. 1). Annotated transcripts, if doubled, had different sequences 
but their identity was based on the presence of domain and similarity to sequences from the Ensembl database. A 
total of 452 transcripts (89%) represented novel sequence arrangements compared to Atlantic cod and 11% were 
regarded as conserved.

The Ensembl database searches and the BLAST analysis against non-redundant database identified 487 tran-
scripts (95.67%) of AS transcripts had an annotation and 441 (86.64%) of them were described correctly. Only 
one isoform (transcription factor GATA-3) reported previously by Chi et al.30 for the Atlantic cod, was found in 
described transcripts from the Baltic cod.

Groups

CTRL LS RS

Total ± SDKIL GDA KIL GDA KIL GDA

Number of 
reads 159,733 158,860 160,002 162,249 158,613 163,060 160,419 ± 1,825

Bases (Mb) 63.1 63.4 63.6 63.6 63.1 62.7 63.25 ± 0.351

Genes 10,463 11,373 11,176 10,263 11,123 9,571 10,661 ± 689

Table 1. A summary of number of reads, bases and protein genes obtained for the Baltic cod transcriptome 
according to each experimental group. CTRL – control group, LS – lowered salinity, RS – raised salinity. SD – 
standard deviation for differences between groups.

AS events per gene No. of AS variants No. of AS events % of AS variants

1−9 369 1722 72.50

10−19 105 1385 20.63

 ≥ 20 35 826 6.88

Summary 509 3933 100

Table 2. Statistics of AS variants and AS events in the Baltic cod transcriptome.
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The comparison between the control (CTRL), lowered salinity (LS) and raised salinity (RS) groups of the Baltic 
cod, revealed some differences between the number of AS variants. The groups RS and LS shared 16 AS variants 
(3.14% of all AS variants). Furthermore, in LS, three original AS variants were observed, while in RS only one AS 
variant (Fig. 2). Both experimental groups (LS and RS) shared the part of AS variants with the control group (LS/
CTRL = 11 variants, 2.16%, and RS/CTRL = 15 variants, 2.94%), where one splicing variant was present only in 
CTRL. From 47 AS variants found exclusively in one or two experimental groups, seven isoforms were already 
described in the Ensembl database. Some of the AS variants (15) were found exclusively in fish originating from 
two different samples from the Baltic Sea: Kiel Bight (KIL) and Gdańsk Bay (GDA) (Supplementary Table S2). In 
groups of RS and LS, three AS variants were found only in KIL, while one AS variant was identified in fish from 
GDA. Among AS variants identified in fish exposed to RS or LS two AS variants were found in the KIL sample 
and another one in the GDA sample. From the groups, RS/CTRL and LS/CTRL, four AS variants were found in 
the sample from KIL and another three AS variants were found exclusively in the GDA sample.

A total of 303 AS transcripts in Baltic cod (39.41%) were shared with one or more of the four teleost species, 
and varied from 35.32% (107) in fugu, to 12.44% (37) in stickleback, and about 8.5% (25) in zebrafish and medaka. 
In addition, 174 AS variants (57.43%) were shared between two or more species. Between shared isoforms, 54 
(9.57%) Baltic cod AS variants were conserved within euryhaline fish (medaka and stickleback; Fig. 3). The group 
of species with closer evolutionary relationships with each other: cod, fugu, medaka, stickleback, shared a larger 
number of AS gene identities with each other than with the more distantly related zebrafish (Fig. 3). An ontology 
definition was present for all 11 AS variants shared by all species. All of them represented ‘endomembrane system’ 
gene ontology (GO) category (p-value cut-off = 0.01)31. The frequencies of AS types were compared between the 
Baltic cod and the dataset presented by Lu et al.17. The Baltic cod genome was enriched in ES events (51.8% vs. 
28.4–35.1%) and far fewer Intron Retention (IR) events (6.9%) than other species (16.8–25.9%).

Gene ontology. An ontology definition was present for 485 AS (98.38%) analysed with Blast2GO31. Isoforms 
were classified into three main GO categories (biological process – BP, molecular function – MF and cellular com-
ponent – CC). Among those genes, 440 genes were assigned to at least one GO term in the BP category. The distri-
bution of AS gene events in the category of BP did not differ greatly from non-AS transcripts (respectively 33.05% 

Figure 1. A number of AS events according to the events types.

Figure 2. Venn diagram of shared transcripts and AS variants (in brackets) among Baltic cod experimental 
groups.
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and 33.24%). In the CC category, non-AS transcripts constituted 18.42% of total share, while the percentage of AS 
transcripts was almost two times higher. The number of annotated AS transcripts in MF category was nearly 29% 
fewer compared to total annotated AS variants. Within the BP category, a ‘cellular process’ and a ‘single-organism 
process’ were the most dominant groups. In the CC category, a ‘cell’ was the dominant subcategory (24.75%), but 
its share was lower when compared to the share of all genes. Within the MF category, AS variants belonging to 
the ‘molecular transducer activity’ sub-category were more numerous than non-AS transcripts (9.13% vs. 3.22%) 
(Fig. 4).

In the gene-set analysis implemented in the ConsensusPathDataBase (CPDB)32, 99.7% of 393 genes were 
assigned to 18 molecular categories with q-value < 0.05, of which the most dominant were GO representing 
BP category (13 categories, Table 3). The most numerous GO sub-category was ‘protein binding’ representing 
12.48% of transcripts. One of the smallest sub-categories, ‘transposase activity’ belonging to the MF category 
was represented by two of three gene transcripts which belong to this sub-category. GO categories were assigned 
separately for the dataset of transcripts found exclusively in experimental groups of Baltic cod. Annotations were 
found for 35 of 47 AS variants (gene of torsin family 1, tor1 was doubled). Classified transcripts were present in at 
least one GO sub-category: 20 AS variants in ‘single organism signalling’, and 23 AS variants in ‘cellular response 
to stimulus’ (both: BP level 2, with p = 0.01 and q < 0.05). The description was not available for AS variants with 
a high degree of sequence homology to natterin-like, caspase-like, amisyn-like and teleost multiple tissue opsin 
3a. The description of their characteristics was based on the Zebrafish Information Network (ZFIN) electronic 
description and paper source33. The number of AS variants assigned to categories was correlated with response to 
a stimulus, and signalling, and related categories including metabolic processes and their regulation.

According to GO classification, among six identified AS genes from the eastern (GDA) group only, four were 
assigned to cation binding (MF level 3, q < 0.05), and metal ion binding (MF level 4, q < 0.05). Two of these genes 
were classified as ‘calcium ion binding’ (MF level 5, q < 0.05). In the western group (KIL), four genes represented 
hydrolase activity (MF level 2, q < 0.05) and three of them were assigned specifically to hydrolase activity, acting 
on ester bonds (MF level 3, q < 0.01). Two genes also represented nuclease activity (MF level 4, q < 0.01).

Pathway analysis. AS variants shared between analysed species of fish: fugu, cod, zebrafish, medaka, and 
stickleback were mapped in Reactome database (five AS variants) and CPDB (seven AS variants). They were 
classified as: ‘haemostasis including platelet activation and degranulation’, ‘innate immune system’ with ‘toll-like 
receptor cascades’, and pathways involving arachidonic acid and its derivatives. AS variants mapped in Reactome 
were classified as belonging to ‘neutrophil degranulation’ pathway (FDR < 0.001; FDR – false discovery rate).

A total of 230 AS variants (52.27% of all annotated AS variants) were assigned to 12 pathways with 
q-value < 0.05 using CPDB (Table 4). Most of the pathways were doubled, depending on the model organism and 
database source, e.g. ‘bcr signalling’ in BioCarta database (www.biocarta.com), and ‘B Cell Receptor Signalling’ in 
Wikipathways database34. Pathways mainly represented: signalling and regulation processes, cell death processes, 
and inflammation processes.

In turn, in the Reactome database35, most of 230 transcripts were mapped to the pathways: “signal transduc-
tion’, ‘metabolism’, ‘immune system’, and ‘gene expression’ (Fig. 5). About 27.5% of all AS variants and 46% of AS 
variants related to the metabolism were engaged in lipid metabolism. One AS variant of phospholipase A2 group 
IVC (PLA2G4C) was observed in all fish from the Baltic Sea. While another transcript of this enzyme was found 
only in Baltic cod exposed to shifted salinities (isoform indicated only in RS/LS group) (Supplementary Table S2).

The statistically significant pathways were the ‘RIPK1-mediated regulated necrosis’ (receptor interacting pro-
tein kinase 1- mediated regulated necrosis), ‘regulated necrosis’ and ‘TNF signalling’ (‘tumour necrosis factor 
signalling’) representing programmed cell death pathways. In the gills, the variants involved in these pathways 
was a new AS variant of RIPK3 (receptor interacting serine/threonine kinase 3 with complete domain) with 
complete domain but simultaneously with an AS variant of AKT3 (AKT serine/threonine kinase 3 with complete 
domain) (Supplementary Table S2). The AKT3 was also a part of ‘toll-like receptor signalling’ belonging to the 

Figure 3. Venn diagram of shared AS variants among Baltic cod and four teleost species. For shared regions, B 
is Baltic cod, Z zebrafish, F fugu, M medaka and S stickleback. ‘BS’ represents the number of AS variants shared 
only between Baltic cod and stickleback.

http://www.biocarta.com
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‘innate immune system’ category. There were also AS classified as representing ‘mTOR signalling’ and ‘JAK-STAT 
signalling’ pathways. This last pathway was represented by the most numerous group of genes, including tran-
scripts of interleukin IL16 (interleukin 16) and interleukin receptors like IL1R2 (interleukin 1 receptor type 2), 
and IL12RB2 (interleukin 12 receptor subunit beta 2) (all with no domain) and IL17RA (interleukin 17 receptor 
A with complete domain).

From the experimental groups (RS, LS) seven AS variants were mapped with q < 0.05. A group of splicing var-
iants shared by altered salinity (RS/LS) was represented by three AS variants. For example, eukaryotic translation 
initiation factor 4 gamma, 1 (EIF4G1 with complete domain) appeared in shifted salinities only (Supplementary 
Table S2).

Only eight AS variants present in the experimental groups and assigned to pathways were mapped with sig-
nificant statistical support. Results obtained in CPDB mapped these AS variants to four main categories with 
q-value < 0.05. Four pathways represented the ‘immune system’ category and eight ‘signal transduction’ (Fig. 5).

Part of the mapped genes contained incomplete domains or not all domains. For example, in the present 
study; an AS variant of melastatin TRP channel (TRPM4, transient receptor potential cation channel subfamily 
M member 4), was found without a transmembrane-bound domain. Absence or presence of active domains is 
marked in Supplementary Table S2.

Discussion
In fish genomes, about 16–43% of genes are alternative gene forms17 and probably constitute an important part 
of the functional proteome. AS of precursor mRNA (pre-mRNA) is an important gene regulation process that 
potentially regulates many physiological processes in eukaryotic cells, including the response to abiotic stresses 
such as salt stress15. The novelty of 89% AS variants suggests they could be characteristic of a Baltic population of 
cod. On the other hand, part of the AS variants could be expressed specifically in gills. So far, available data are 
insufficient to resolve this problem.

A comparison between the Baltic cod and other species analysed by Lu et al.17 indicated a group of universal 
AS present in all fish. All of them represented neutrophil degranulation pathway, a mechanism of the innate 

Figure 4. A percentage of annotated AS variants assigned to GO subcategories according to main GO 
categories. Light grey represents AS variants, while dark grey represents non-AS variants.
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immune system consisting of the control of acute inflammation and pathogen killing36. Gills require very efficient 
mechanisms of defence, because of direct contact with environment and pathogens.

Besides shared AS variants, the data presented here revealed a low rate of AS events in gills (3.84%), which is 
about 4.5 and 3.7 times less than in the zebrafish and Atlantic cod genome, respectively17.

The use of gill tissue may have affected differences between this study and reference databases. It is highly 
probable that direct interactions between gills and environment affect the profile of transcriptome and can be 
different than in organs not directly exposed to the environment. Similar differences were observed previously in 
human transcriptome, where the majority of AS events were strongly correlated across tissues37. Support for this 
explanation is the lower number of protein coding AS variants observed in the gill transcriptome. The identified 
gill transcripts covered only 58% of the Atlantic cod transcriptome38. The expression of AS variants is restricted 
to limited tissue types present in gills (eg. epithelium)39.

It has been reported for humans that protein-coding AS variants exhibit low splicing variability within pop-
ulations, with many AS variants exhibiting constant ratios across individuals5. The limited genetic variability 
reported for Baltic cod40 and loss of diversity caused by the selective pressure of adaptation to salinity could be 
also the reason for the low number of observed AS variants. Perhaps a positive effect on the suitability of specific 
AS variants was a part of the accelerated adaptation of the Baltic cod to a specific environment. In this context, the 
emergence, maintenance, and anchoring of specific AS variants should be considered as key points in pathways 
which affect their function and/or efficiency. This hypothesis is also supported by the presence of geographically 
original AS variants, obtained only from a single Baltic sample. The differences between observed isoforms and 
number of AS variants in the two Baltic groups of cod (KIL and GDA) may have been induced by ecological 
diversity6. A significantly lower amount of water-soluble cations probably enhances modifications of transcripts 
related to ionoregulation in eastern Baltic cod (GDA). In turn, irregular and rapid inflows of oceanic water into 
the west Baltic Sea26 (KIL group) favour the activity of hydrolases, probably involved in processes reducing stress 
like renewing of lipid damage in membranes, and DNA damage13 caused by osmotic stress. The ‘allopatric’ origin 
of these transcripts can be explained by differences between environmental profiling of the Baltic cod subpop-
ulations as well as paralleled evolution of different transcripts in miscellaneous environmental conditions. This 
assumption is more probable due to the previous observation of Berg et al.20 who concluded that discrete parts 
of the Atlantic cod genome are subjected to directional selection and they are associated with adaptation to local 
environmental conditions. The Baltic Sea, with very differing local salinity conditions, was settled by the Atlantic 
cod probably because of the plasticity of cod’s genome, which is observed on many levels of genetic differentiation.

The dominance of some types of AS like ES could be an effect of the different arrangement of the Atlantic cod 
genome compared to other fish species17. It has been observed in teleost17 and other vertebrates41 that ES appears 
to be the most common AS type. The prevalence of this type of event is related to the length of upstream introns. 
According to Fox-Walsh et al.42, Drosophila and human exons with an upstream intron >4 kb were several-fold 
more susceptible to ES than exons with shorter upstream introns. This implies that in the Baltic cod, AS event 
types are, at least, partially determined by the characteristics of this species genome.

Mapped AS variants represented 22 pathways involved in ‘programmed cell death’, ‘immune system’ and ‘sig-
nal transduction’. It was expected that in cod crossing the halocline, hypo- or hypersalinity induces stress and 
simple cell damage caused by osmosis.

In Baltic cod, possible modifications of signalling pathways seem to be based more on the expression of AS 
variants of downstream genes than blocking or enhancing of the stimulus. In the Baltic cod, transcripts engaged 
with pathways related to death and survival of cells were revealed (Table 4) including TNF transcripts, and RIPK3, 

Gene ontology term candidates contained p-value q-value

GO:0006955 immune response 55 (3.5%) 0.0001 0.0066

GO:0050900 leukocyte migration 19 (5.4%) 0.0002 0.0066

GO:0045321 leukocyte activation 29 (4.2%) 0.0004 0.0105

GO:0009605 response to external stimulus 73 (3.0%) 0.0007 0.0143

GO:0051716 cellular response to stimulus 176 (2.5%) 0.0009 0.0143

GO:0065009 regulation of molecular function 79 (2.9%) 0.0012 0.0154

GO:0071704 organic substance metabolic process 248 (2.4%) 0.0015 0.0155

GO:0044238 primary metabolic process 241 (2.4%) 0.0016 0.0155

GO:0044237 cellular metabolic process 240 (2.4%) 0.0022 0.0187

GO:0042330 taxis 26 (3.7%) 0.0040 0.0315

GO:0044700 single organism signalling 153 (2.5%) 0.0049 0.0345

GO:0050789 regulation of biological process 250 (2.3%) 0.0054 0.0351

GO:0009056 catabolic process 64 (2.9%) 0.0065 0.0389

GO:0005789 endoplasmic reticulum membrane 36 (4.0%) 0.0002 0.0094

GO:0042175 nuclear outer membrane-endoplasmic reticulum 
membrane network 36 (3.9%) 0.0003 0.0094

GO:0016740 transferase activity 72 (3.3%) 0.0001 0.0032

GO:0005515 protein binding 254 (2.4%) 0.0004 0.0060

GO:0004803 transposase activity 2 (66.7%) 0.0013 0.0148

Table 3. Percentage of AS variants classified to sub-categories of gene ontology. P-value cut-off = 0.01.
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and AKT3. The ‘regulated necrosis’ pathway is observed in cells expressing RIPK3. The pathway is induced, 
among others, by TNF43. Cell activation of ‘TNF signalling’ pathways in response to tissue injury was observed 
in rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss)44. In turn, among AS variants associated with ‘TNF signalling’, AKT3 is 

p-value q-value Pathway Source Members

0.000 0.035 RIPK1-mediated regulated necrosis R RIPK3; TNFSF10; FASLG; 
FADD

0.000 0.035 Regulated Necrosis R RIPK3; TNFSF10; FASLG; 
FADD

0.000 0.035 bcr signalling pathway B MAPK14; SYK; PLCG1; 
CAMK2B; BLNK

0.001 0.035 JAK-STAT pathway and regulation I

TNFSF10; RYK; PRKAB1; 
PSMD5; IL12RB2; 
MAP3K7; IL16; MAPK14; 
SYK; RIPK3; AKT3; 
FASLG; CAMK2B; PSMC4; 
IL1R2; IL17RA

0.001 0.035 IL1 N
UBE2N; MAP3K7; 
MAPK14; DOK1; REL; 
IL1R2

0.001 0.035 B Cell Receptor Signalling Pathway W
SYK; PIP5K1A; MAP3K7; 
MAPK14; PLCG1; REL; 
MEF2D; BLNK

0.001 0.035 mTORC1-mediated signalling R RRAGD; EIF4G1; AKT1S1; 
LAMTOR3

0.001 0.035 mTOR signalling R RRAGD; EIF4G1; AKT1S1; 
PRKAB1; LAMTOR3

0.001 0.035 Toll-like receptor signalling pathway W
AKT3; CD40; MAP3K7; 
MAPK14; TLR1; FADD; 
TLR8; TLR9

0.001 0.035 PKB-mediated events R RRAGD; EIF4G1; AKT1S1; 
PRKAB1; LAMTOR3

0.002 0.037 Toll-like receptor signalling pathway - 
Homo sapiens (human) K

TLR1; MAP3K7; CD40; 
MAPK14; AKT3; FADD; 
TLR8; TLR9

0.002 0.044 TNF signalling pathway - Homo 
sapiens (human) K

FADD; MAP3K7; CSF1; 
MAPK14; RIPK3; AKT3; 
MMP9; EDN1

Table 4. AS variants mapped in CPDB with overlap = 4, p < 0.01 (230 AS variants). Pathways sources are 
indicated by letters: R- Reactome and K – KEGG, B – BioCarta, W – Wikipathways, I – INOH, N - NetPath.

Figure 5. Molecular pathways classification of annotated 230 AS variants in the Reactome database. Asterisks 
mark the presence statistically significant (FDR < 0.05) sub-pathways (name of sub-pathways).
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considered one of the survival factors in cell death processes45. This composition of all AS variants suggests that 
cells could moderate their resistance to stress-induced death processes via the activation of the ‘AKT survival 
pathway’ as in the case of oxidative stress studied on Syk (spleen associated tyrosine kinase) deficient DT40 cells 
(chicken B-cell line)46.

One of the trigger signals activating defence mechanisms is the influence of abiotic stimuli on the integrity 
of membranes13. Lipid damage in membranes and DNA damage are also important macromolecular targets to 
the sensed stress13. The periodic but regular exposition of the Baltic cod to salinity shifts requires the intense 
activity of enzymes engaged in the lipid metabolism pathway. This hypothesis is supported by the presence of 
calcium-independent phospholipase A2γ encoded by PLA2G4C which plays a role in rebuilding damaged mem-
branes in Atlantic salmon47. Presumably, efficient repairs of membrane damages limit the time and range of 
reaction to osmotic stress to local tissues or, in combination with modifications of signalling pathways, effectively 
limit the level of stress. Additionally, fatty acids are involved in the synthesis of eicosanoids48 which, like prosta-
glandins, affect osmotic water permeability in trout (Salmo trutta) and frogs (Rana temporaria)49.

Activation of cell defence mechanisms is the effect of transduction of signals both into the cell and between 
cells. Mapping of Baltic cod AS variants indicated that they are involved in the ‘JAK-STAT’ signalling pathway 
considered the principal signalling mechanism and activator of transcription50,51. Observed modifications of 
‘JAK-STAT’ pathway mainly concern receptors of interleukins, which act as pro-inflammatory agents. The pres-
ence of AS variants with incomplete and complete domains related to the JAK-STAT and ‘mTOR’ pathways, 
suggest the AS variants are involved in regulation of catabolic and anabolic processes, including lipid metabolism 
and protein synthesis as observed by Manning and Cantley52.

Part of the AS variants associated with JAK-STAT were engaged also in the ‘B cell receptor signalling’ pathway. 
Stress directly affects the fish immune system due to immunosuppression and increased susceptibility to disease53. 
In the lowered salinity of the Baltic Sea, AS events found in the Baltic cod may modify B cell receptor signalling to 
endure the negative effects of lowered salinity (pro-inflammatory effects and weakened defence against pathogens 
in gills).

AS variants divided according to the experimental groups CTRL, LS and RS enriched already identified path-
ways and increased their statistical significance (Supplementary Table S2). Some AS variants (16) were observed 
in groups exposed to shifted salinity only (Fig. 2 and Supplementary Table S2). The presence of new AS variants 
in different experimental groups in alternative combinations (Supplementary Table S2) clearly indicates the active 
participation of AS variants in the regulation of response to imbalanced salinity. The presence of alternatively 
arranged isoforms, suggests that responses preventing the effects of salinity stress include the fast activation of AS 
variants which can play the role of auxiliary and regulatory units depending on their role in the specified path. 
For example, the presence of the transcript of EIF4G1 increased statistical support of ‘Insulin receptor signalling 
cascade’ to a significant level. This pathway activates signalling pathways leading to, among others, protein syn-
thesis and nucleic acid (RNA and DNA) synthesis in fish54. The presence of an additional AS variant of this gene 
could enhance the appropriate reaction of the cells by increasing the synthesis of proteins supporting protection 
and survival.

Generally, the pathways and AS variants noted above suggest their influence on fast communication between 
cells, and cell survival mechanisms. AS variants could be a part of the mechanism of adaptation of the Baltic cod to 
a permanently lowered and periodically altered salinity. Adaptations have both genomic and post-transcriptional 
backgrounds, which increase the transcriptome complexity and plasticity under the pressure of environmental 
conditions. Although Berg et al.20 suggested that adaptation to low salinity promotes genomic divergence in 
Atlantic cod, the Baltic cod is genetically very little differentiated40. Probably, in the Baltic cod, unlike the western 
populations, AS variants could support genome complexity in the process of adaptation to the local environment.

Although AS could affect physiological and developmental processes of eukaryotic organisms10–12, it is nec-
essary to answer questions about the role of AS variants in organismal adaptability to suboptimal conditions of 
the environment. Regulation of the pathways mentioned above by AS can result in rapid changes in expression 
of genes in response to the environment. Furthermore, AS can function as an ‘on/off ’ switch by introducing 
premature termination codons, thereby directing mRNA degradation19. It is necessary to check the expression of 
detected AS variants. Further analysis of cod alternatively spliced variants is also necessary to test the functioning 
of pathways.

Methods
Fish and experiment protocol. Atlantic cod were collected by fyke net and pelagic trawl in November 
2012 (n = 36) from KIL and GDA. Fish were transported to the Marine Station of the University of Gdańsk in 
Hel, Poland and were settled in tanks (2000 L). Fish were kept at 10 °C in recirculated water, which simulated the 
natural salinities of the geographic source of the Atlantic cod [original salinity of 18 PSU (KIL) and 8 PSU (GDA) 
from the place of fishing]. During the primary acclimatization period (over 14 days), fish were maintained at nat-
ural photoperiod and acclimated to laboratory conditions until they started feeding and displayed typical behav-
iour. Fish were fed once a day with fresh herrings during acclimatization and experimental periods. The salinity 
was changed gradually, by 1 PSU per hour, to minimize the acute stress of fish. After the salinity was changed in 
LS to 8 PSU (KIL) and 3PSU (GDA), and in RS to 28 PSU (KIL), and 18PSU (GDA), fish were maintained in the 
altered concentration of salt for 72 hours. In CTRL group, salinity remained unchanged. More details concerning 
the experiment are included in the publication of Kijewska et al.29.

After this period, samples for RNA (gills) were collected using sterile instruments. All experiments complied 
with EC Directive 2010/63/EU for animal experiments and were approved by the Local Ethics Committee on 
Animal Experimentation at Gdansk Medical University (decision no. 60/2012).
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RNA preparation and sequencing. Gills were collected from six individuals from each experimental 
group (LS, CTRL, RS) from KIL and GDA, and immediately submerged in RNAlater®, according to the man-
ufacturer’s instruction (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Gills were stored at −80 °C prior to analysis. Before the 
extraction, tissues were defrosted on ice. Total RNA from each individual was extracted and purified with DNase 
using the ISOLATE II RNA Mini Kit (Bioline, London, UK) and was then stored at −80 °C. The concentration 
of extracted RNA (average 480 ng/µl) was determined at 260 nm on a microplate using the Epoch Microplate 
Spectrophotometer (BioTek Instruments, Inc., Winooski, USA). The ratio 260/280 was used for determination of 
the quality of RNA and results within a range of 1.8–2.15 were accepted. Each sample was checked using Agilent 
Bioanalyzer (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA). Samples from six individuals with RNA integrity number (RIN) 
above seven were pooled for each experimental group (LS, CTRL, RS) from KIL and GDA separately. Pooled RNA 
was used for cDNA synthesis using the SMART (Switching Mechanism At 5’ end of RNA Template) kit from BD 
Biosciences Clontech. The cDNA normalization and pyrosequencing were performed by CD Genomics (USA), 
using Roche GS-FLX sequencing system according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Baltic cod raw reads were deposited in the NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA) repository under the acces-
sion number SRP052904.

Transcriptome annotation and AS identification. To characterize transcriptional events in the Baltic 
cod, all reads (≥50 nucleotides) were mapped onto the G. morhua reference genome using CLC Genomics 
Workbench (ver. 7.5.1, CLC Bio, Aarhus, Denmark) with default parameters. As a reference genome for tran-
scriptome profiling, the genome of G. morhua from the Atlantic Ocean55, deposited in the Ensembl database, was 
used. Alignments with only one sequence coverage were excluded from analysis.

Information on predicted intron/exons obtained from the Atlantic cod Ensembl database was used to identify 
candidates and particular types of splicing events, based on sequence comparison. Only transcripts which were 
annotated as AS in Ensembl database were considered. Events with identical coordinates of an alternatively pro-
cessed intron(s)/exon(s) compared to Atlantic cod Ensembl database were regarded as conserved. Description of 
the AS was based on the methodology of Wang et al.37. In the case of exon versus exon comparisons, where they 
had the same 3′ end but different 5′- ends they were classified as an Alternative Donor Site (AD); alternatively 
they were classified as AA. When both 3′- and 5′-end differed this event was classified as an Alternative Position 
Site (AP). An event was classified as ES when the exon was completely replaced by an intron. In contrast, if the 
specific intron remained unspliced, this case was classified as IR.

The transcripts annotations were downloaded from Ensembl database (release 87; http://www.ensembl.org/
Gadus_morhua). However, due to lack of annotations in some identified AS transcripts, an additional compari-
son was performed against the NCBI non-redundant (NR) protein database using the BLASTX tool implemented 
in Blast + (v.2.2.29)56, with an E-value cut-off 10e−10. For functional annotation, GO terms57 were assigned to the 
AS transcripts using Blast2GO software31. The level 2 GO terms were retrieved and classified into three categories: 
CC, BP, and MF. Distribution of AS gene variants among the GO categories was compared to non-AS variants38. 
In CPDB the set of AS variants was searched for among the GO set. For each of the predefined sets, a p-value 
was calculated according to the hypergeometric test based on the number of physical entities present in both the 
predefined set and user-specified list of genes32. The p-values were corrected for multiple testing using the FDR 
method and presented as q-values in the results.

In addition, based on the AS gene names identified for fugu (Takifugu rubripes), medaka (Oryzias latipes), 
stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus), and zebrafish (Danio rerio)17, the potential level of conservation of annotated 
AS transcripts between the Baltic cod and this four teleosts was conducted.

Pathway analysis. Most of the mapped transcripts were described as orthologues from the human genome 
database and identified with the HGNC (HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee) symbol.

Annotated transcripts were analysed in Reactome V57 database35 and verified according to FDR values < 0.05, 
where the AS gene set was projected onto the human genome. Mapping was repeated in CPDB for human data 
and verified using q-values (p-value cut-off = 0.01 and minimum overlap = 4) and in Kyoto Encyclopedia of 
Genes and Genomes (KEGG) release 83.1, a database for human pathways and reference pathways58. KEGG 
pathways were assigned using the single directional best-hit (SBH) method in the KEGG Automatic Annotation 
Server (KAAS)59.

AS variants assigned to pathways were checked for the presence of specific domains and their integrity in Pfam 
database60.
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